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Scope and Aims

Ingest more 
events 

feeds as 
new 

accesses 
come online

Enable 
sharing of 
QFD data 

with 2nd and 
3rd Parties

Interface 
with 

visualisation 
services in 

FIRE 
STORM

Increase 
maturity and 
availability of 

QFDs 

Pull through 
more QFDs 

based on Ops 
priority

Deliver QFDs capable 
of holding 

‘Convergence’ data 
and wider event types

Provide a data mining and 
collaborative QFD 

development facility  
(BLACK HOLE - part of 

ROUGH DIAMOND)
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What is a QFD?

Question 
Focused 
Database

Designed to answer 
single analytic question 

(e.g. ‘where is my 
target?’)

Simple table structure 
compared to traditional 

multi-function databases 
(e.g. HAUSTORIUM)

No specialised database 
technologies so simpler 
to develop and maintain

Smaller size and lower 
complexity means easier 
and quicker to develop 

and change

Additional instances can 
easily be deployed at 
new locations or to 
increase capacity

Pioneered by ICTR, now 
developed by a 

community including 
Next Gen Events, ICTR, 

SD, GTE, …
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When was 
my target 
on line?

Where was my 
target on line?

What websites 
has my target 

visited?

What alternative 
identifiers can I use 

to search for my 
target?

Who is my target 
interacting with on 
social networking 

sites?

Who’s been posting 
(vBulletin boards) to 

this forum?

What posting (vBulletin 
boards) activity has my 

target been up to?

Mutant Broth

Who’s been visiting 
this dodgy 
websites?

Karma Police

AutoAssoc

Who’s been 
looking at this 

suspicious part of 
the world?

Infinite MonkeysSocial Animal

Memory HoleMarbled Gecko

HRMap

GooBzs
(QFD Query Federator)

What files have my 
target been 

uploading/downloading?

What web pages was 
my target looking at 
before going to this 

dodgy website?

What has my 
target been 

searching for 
on-line?

What part of the 
world has my 
target been 
looking at?

Who’s been searching 
for these suspicious 

things on-line?

What is my 
target doing on-
line right now?!

Infinite Monkeys

Samuel Pepys
(Coming soon!)

What does each QFD answer?
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Ingest roadmap

Feb 10 Mar 10 Apr 10 May 10 Jun 10 Jul 10 Aug 10

SALAMANCA
Telephony Events

Initial Converged
Events from
TERRAINS

Internet Presence
Events from 10G
bearers

eAD events

MONOPOLY Special
Source Events

Broadband RADIUS
events

Experiment Explore Deployed across CPC and RPC1

Trial part 1 - MUTANT BROTH, INFINITE MONKEYS, HRMAP,
MEMORY HOLE from mobile tunnels

Deployed across CPC and RPC1ExploreExperiment

Trial part 3 - Hotmail, Gmail, mail RU, Yahoo webmail from internet
bearers

CDMA2000 test events

Explore Deployed across CPC and RPC1

Trial part 2 - MMS, Blackberry, Google
Maps, mobile Hotmail, mobile Gmail from

mobile tunnels

Explore Deployed across CPC and RPC1

Trial part 4 - Windows Live IM, Yahoo
Mail, SIP from internet bearers

TPS are working with the NGE
Project and SMO Mobile theme

to produce internet presence
and application usage events

from within mobile phone
‘tunnels’ in internet bearers.

These will be trialed before full
operational rollout

‘QFD style’ events will also
be produced for types of
event traditionally fed into
the older HAUSTORIUM
and HARBOUR PILOT

databases

Further 10G bearers at
RPC1 (Bude)










